Entrepreneurship Indonesia
MISSION
Mission to fast-growing Indonesian entrepreneurial ecosystem
DIA (Dutch Incubation Association) organises a trade mission to Bali – Indonesia. With four unicorns,
Indonesia boosts the number one start-up ecosystem of Southeast Asia. This number one position has
been achieved in the last five years not in the least thanks to the personal involvement of president
Widodo. Indonesia is with its 13.000 islands and 261 million inhabitants a huge resource and talent
pool with an attractive investment climate. This has attracted foreign attention from Japan and USA,
it’s time to get the Dutch involved too.

Fact Finding mission & Conference ‘Bali Summit’ October 20-25, 2019
The Netherlands is one of the most innovative and entrepreneurial countries in the world, the Dutch
have much to offer in terms of enabling innovation and entrepreneurship through a wide and diverse
ecosystem of practical and structural instruments. Following a recent visit of Indonesian incubators to
The Netherlands, the delegation realised they can learn a lot from the professionals they met during
their stay. This initiated the idea to bring Dutch good practice to Indonesia and organise intensive
interaction with partners in Indonesia willing to advance international cooperation in the field of
entrepreneurship education, incubation, acceleration, internationalisation and start-up and scale-up
investment. DIA is calling on a cross section of the Dutch entrepreneurial ecosystem – including 3
places for ambitious entrepreneurs - to form a mission to spearhead ‘Made in Holland’ good practices
in enabling ambitious entrepreneurship.

Mission objectives
Participants of this unique mission will have an exclusive profiling during the conference to enhance
their opportunities. DIA will especially arrange an ecosystem day for Indonesian counterparts to enjoy
the Bali Summit program for free. Through your participation you’ll be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Getting acquainted with important stakeholders in the Indonesian entrepreneurial ecosystem.
Share your knowledge, experience and proven development approach.
Develop insights in your chances on the entrepreneurial ecosystem of Indonesia.
Meet entrepreneurial talent from developing nations.
Develop the internationalisation potential of your organisation for the benefit of the
ambitious entrepreneurs you support.
6. Help Indonesian partners to access the European Market for the ambitious entrepreneurs
they support.
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Cooperate to make participation valuable
The mission program integrates with the conference program on Bali. To make your investment
worthwhile, the mission is tailored in cooperation with the mission participants. Joining the mission
means participating in the Bali Summit which is programmed around the 21st century topics ‘Smart
Education, Entrepreneurship, Incubation & Acceleration’. On top of that visits to universities,
incubators, accelerators and other enablers are organised exclusively for the mission members.
Additionally you can join the individual matchmaking program to meet the prospects you’ll need to
advance your organisation. DIA works with local partners and the Dutch Embassy to make your trip
worthwhile. It is possible to extend your mission to visit the region of Jakarta/Bandung on Monday
28/10/19. To make customisation possible DIA offers the following arrangements:
#
A

Description
Bali Summit + visiting program

Price*
Deadline
€ 1.900 all-inclusive
15 September
(flight exempt)
B
Bali Summit + visiting program + individual € 2.900 all-inclusive
1 August
program
(flight exempt)
C
Bali Summit + visiting program + individual € 2.900 all-inclusive
1 August
program + Jakarta/Bandung program
(flight + additional nights
exempt)
* DIA-members may be granted a € 200 reduction. If you are a UBI-global or EBN member you can
apply for an extra € 100 reduction. Prices exclude VAT.

WIN scale-up ticket worth € 3.900 – flight included

DIA has reserved 3 places in this mission for ambitious entrepreneurs seeking to expand
globally. So if you fit this profile, and you are or have been connected to an incubator or
accelerator in The Netherlands, we invite you to apply for this great opportunity! DIA will
select the three best applicants. From that a ‘lucky draw’ will determine who will receive a
mission ticket + flight ticket for free. The other 2 will participate for a € 1.000 reduced fee.
Application deadline will be 1st August.

Apply for ‘Missievoucher’ max. €1.500
If your organisation is an SME you can apply at RVO for a ‘Missievoucher’ that will cover 50% of your
costs, excluding travel and subsistence, up to € 1.500. Apply in time since decision making can take up
to 13 weeks! Apply HERE.
About entrepreneurial ecosystem Indonesia & Bali
https://techsauce.co/en/uncategorized/indonesia-the-startup-ecosystem-with-the-most-unicorns-in-southeastasia/
https://inc42.com/indonesia/accelerators-incubators-indonesia/
https://www.techinasia.com/tech-startup-ecosystem-paradise
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